REVIEW ON REMOTE SENSING OF THE SNOW COVER AND ON METHODS OF
MAPPING SNOW
1. INTRODUCTION
Snow is a form of precipitation, but, in hydrology it is treated somewhat differently because
of the lag between when it falls and when it produces runoff, groundwater recharge, and is
involved in other hydrologic processes. The hydrologic interest in snow is mostly in mid- to
higher latitudes and in mountainous areas where a seasonal accumulation of a snowpack is
followed by an often lengthy melt period that sometimes lasts months. During the
accumulation period there is usually little or no snowmelt. Precipitation falling as snow (and
sometimes rain) is temporarily stored in the snowpack until the melt season begins. The
hydrologist generally wants to know how much water is stored in a basin in the form of snow.
The hydrologist will also be concerned with the areal distribution of the snow, its condition and
the presence of liquid water in it. In general, all these indicators of snow are difficult to
measure and are likely to vary considerably from point to point, especially in mountainous
terrain.
Remote sensing offers a new and valuable tool for obtaining snow data for predicting
snowmelt runoff. Historically, snow data have been obtained manually by means of snow
courses, which are extremely labour intensive, expensive and potentially dangerous. Even
when available, snow course data represent only a point and, at best, can only be used as an
index of available snow water content. Recent use of telemetering of snow pillow and
storage gauge measurements of precipitation have reduced the need for some fieldwork
but have not overcome the problem of the point measurements of snow. That is, although
measurements are automated, there is still the problem that a single point measurement
may or may not be representative of a large area or basin. From a remote sensing perspective,
snow cover is one of the most readily identifiable measures of water resources from aerial
photography or satellite imagery. Present operational satellite systems are limited to
determining only the area of snow cover, snow depth and snow water equivalent; snow
physical parameters cannot be measured directly by these systems. However, it will be shown
in the following sections that there is a capability for estimating these now from research
instruments, and it appears that future operational systems will also provide very important
snow hydrology data. A more complete description of remote sensing of snow can be found
in Hall and Martinec (1985) and in Engman and Gurney (1991).

Table 1 Sensor band responses relative to various snowpack properties (Rango, 1993)
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GENERAL APPROACH

Just about all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum can provide useful information about
the snowpack and its condition. Ideally, we would like to know the areal extent of the snow,
its water equivalent, and the “condition” or grain size, density and presence of liquid water.
Although one region of the spectrum can provide all these properties, certain regions of the
spectrum can be used to measure individual properties. Table 1 (Rango, 1993) summarizes
some of the sensor responses to snowpack properties. Each of the remote sensing approaches
will be addressed below, starting with the technique at the shortest wavelength.
2.1

GAMMA RADIATION

The water content of some snowpacks can be measured with low-flying aircraft carrying
sensitive gamma radiation detectors. This method takes advantage of the natural emission of
low-level gamma radiation from the soil. Naturally occurring radioisotopes of potassium,
uranium and thallium can be found in a typical soil. Aircraft passes over the same flight line
before and during snow cover measure the attenuation resulting from the snow layer which
is empirically related to an average snow water equivalent for that site (Carroll and Vadnais,
1980). This approach is limited to low aircraft altitudes (approximately 150 m) because the
atmosphere attenuates a significant portion of the radiant energy. This restriction effectively
limits the use of gamma detection to relatively flat areas, and because of safety considerations
it cannot be used in mountainous areas. Also, this approach has been limited for the most part
to non-forested areas because the effect of forest biomass is to attenuate the radiation signal
(Glynn et al., 1988). However, past work by Carroll and Carroll (1989) suggests a means of
correcting for the downward bias in measured snow water equivalent by making a correction
that is based on the amount of biomass and the type of radiation. In addition, because the

gamma energy is relatively low, the maximum depth of snow water equivalent is limited to
about 30-40 mm and interpretation of the data can be difficult if the background soil
moisture changes during the season (Vershinina, 1985). However, Carroll and Vose (1984)
have reported measurements in a forest environment with a snow water equivalent of 480
mm. In the NOAA operational airborne gamma radiation snow water-mapping programme,
procedures for correcting for the soil moisture were included in the system (Carroll and
Carroll, 1989). This operational programme flew over 1400 flight lines in the United States
and Canada (Carroll and Carroll, 1989).
2.2

VISIBLE/NEAR INFRARED

The albedo of the snow surface is the property most easily measured by remote sensing.
Albedo, A, is defined as
A = Reflected solar radiation/Incoming solar radiation

(1)

Typically, new snow will have an albedo of 90% or more whereas older snow that has been
weathered and has accumulated dust and litter can have an albedo as low as 40% (Foster et
al., 1987). The reflectivity depends upon snow properties such as the grain size and shape,
water content, surface roughness, depth and presence of impurities. The reflectivity of new
snow decreases as it ages in both the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum; however,
the decrease is more pronounced in the infrared region. This increased sensitivity in the
infrared region is caused by the increasing grain size of the snow which results from melting
and refreezing. For the most part, decreased reflectivity in the visible region can be
attributed to contaminants such as dust, pollen and aerosols.
Most current snowmelt models use either point snow course estimates of the snowpack or the
total area of the snowpack. In the latter case there is usually an implicit assumption that the
snow cover area and its changes are somehow consistently related to the snow water
equivalent in the basin. Through careful analysis of satellite images or aerial photography,
snow can be identified and the boundaries of the snow/no-snow areas accurately located.
However, a certain amount of subjective interpretation may be necessary to identify and
separate the effects of shadows and forests.
In non-forested terrain, all areas with continuous brightness distinctly greater than the
normal dark background, and that have been assured to be cloud free, should be mapped as
snow areas. The snow line that encloses these areas can be assumed to represent accumulated
snow depths of 2.5 cm (Bowley et al., 1981) or more. Areas on imagery that appear mottled
(alternating dark and light reflectance) can be mapped as areas of between zero and 2.5 cm of snow
depth. In mountainous terrain, the snow line is mapped at the edge of the brighter tone without regard
to brightness variations resulting from forest effects or mountain shadow.
Snow can readily be identified and mapped with the visible bands of satellite imagery because of its
high reflectance in comparison with no-snow areas. Generally, this means selecting the NOAA

VHRR visible channel, Landsat MSS channels 4 or 5, SPOT, or Landsat TM channels 2 and 4. If
there is a choice of bands, it is better to choose a spectral band closer to the infrared region because
at higher sun angles the Landsat MSS band 4 and TM band 1 and other bands near the blue region
may be near saturation, causing a loss of detail in identifying snow and no-snow areas. Although snow
can be detected at longer wavelengths, that is in the near infrared, the contrast between a snow and a
no-snow area is considerably lower than with the visible region of the spectrum. However, the
contrast between clouds and snow is greater in Landsat TM Band 5 (1.57-1.78 μm) and this serves as
a useful discriminator between clouds and snow (Dozier, 1984).
2.3

THERMAL INFRARED

Thermal data are perhaps the least useful of the common remote sensing products for measuring
snow and its properties. In order to determine snowpack temperatures the spectral emissivity of the
snow must be known. This in turn requires knowledge of liquid water content and the grain size as
well as other factors. In spite of these limitations, thermal data can be useful for helping identify
snow/no-snow boundaries. Thermal infrared data are also useful for discriminating between clouds
and snow with AVHRR data because the 1.57-1.78 μm band is not available on this sensor.
The emissivity of snow approaches that of a black body at the 10.5—12.5 μm atmospheric window.
Griggs (1968) has shown that melting snow can have an emissivity as high as 99%, whereas the
emissivity for no-snow areas is typically 95% or less.
2.4

MICROWAVE

Microwave remote sensing provides several advantages not offered by other satellite sensors. This is
because the microwave data can provide information on the snowpack properties of most interest to
hydrologists; that is, snow cover area, snow water equivalent (or depth) and the presence of liquid
water in the snowpack which signals the onset of melt (Kunzi et al., 1982). Snow on the earth’s
surface is, in simple terms, an accumulation of ice crystals or grains, resulting in a snowpack
which over an area may cover the ground either completely or partly. The physical
characteristics of the snowpack determine its microwave properties; microwave radiation emitted
from the underlying ground is scattered in many different directions by the snow grains within
the snow layer, resulting in a microwave emission at the top of the snow surface being less than
the ground emission. Properties affecting microwave response from a snowpack include: depth
and water equivalent, liquid water content, density, grain size and shape, temperature and
stratification as well as snow state and land cover. The sensitivity of the microwave radiation to a
snow layer on the ground makes it possible to monitor snow cover using passive microwave
remote sensing techniques to derive information on snow extent, snow depth, snow water
equivalent (SWE) and snow state (wet/dry). Because the number of scatterers within a snowpack
is proportional to the thickness and density, SWE can be related to the brightness temperature of
the observed scene (Hallikainen and Jolma, 1986); deeper snowpacks generally result in lower

brightness temperatures. Active microwave observations of the snowpack are very sparse and
almost non-existent, especially around 10 cm and lower wavelengths which are ideal for snow.
Most data relevant to active microwave remote sensing of snow have been acquired from truck
or tower systems. Preliminary results by Stiles et al. (1981), Matzler and Schanda (1983) and Rott
(1986) indicate that the active microwave region has a potential similar to the passive microwave
region. The analysis of active microwave data, however, is more complex than passive data because of
the confusion caused by the effect of surface characteristics (including soils) and geometry
considerations on the reflected radar wave. A considerable advantage of the active microwave
approach is an improved resolution capability (of about 10 m from space) when compared with the
passive.
3

SNOW MAPPING

The aerial extent of snow cover can be determined through various remote sensing
techniques. Snow cover area by itself is of little value for predicting snowmelt runoff because
it provides no information on the depth or water equivalent. However, useful empirical
relationships can be developed for specific basins and the temporal nature of some remote
sensing data allow the inference of the rate of melt. Leaf (1969) used aerial photographs to
develop relationships between snow cover and accumulated runoff for Some Colorado
watersheds. Sequential photographs showing snow cover depletion were used to help estimate
the timing and magnitude of snowmelt peaks.
In the mid-1960s, snow was successfully mapped from space on a weekly basis following the
launch of the Environmental Science Service Administration (ESSA-3) satellite which carried
the Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) that operated in the spectral range of 0.5 - 0.75
µm with a spatial resolution at nadir of 3.7 km. The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) has measured snow cover on weekly basis in the Northern Hemisphere
since 1966 using a variety of sensors, including the Scanning Radiometer (SR), Very High
Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
( Matson et al., 1986; Matson, 1991). The current NOAA product is a daily snow-cover product
(Ramsay, 1998).
Two important databases exist for investigations of spatial and temporal variability in
hemispheric and global snow cover: the weekly National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) visible satellite-based snow-cover analysis from 1972 (Robinson et al.,
1993), and Scanning Multispectral Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) passive microwave brightness temperature data from 1978, which
can be used to derive information on snow extent (Chang et al., 1987), depth (Foster et al.,
1984), and snow-water equivalence (Goodison, 1989; Chang et al., 1991). The spatial and
temporal character of these two data sets is relatively coarse (190.5-km polar stereographic grid
and 1/week for the NOAA data set, and ~25-km resolution and 1/day for the passive microwave
data) but this is sufficient for monitoring key properties such as snow extent, dates of snow-

cover onset and disappearance, and peak accumulation, which are known to be important
indicators of change (Barry et al., 1995).
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a 36-channel visible to
thermal-infrared sensor that was first launched as part of the Earth Observing System (EOS)
Terra payload on 18 December 1999. A second MODIS was launched as part of the payload on
the Aqua satellite on May 4, 2002. A variety of snow and ice products is produced from the
MODIS sensors, and the products are available at a variety of spatial and temporal resolutions as
shown in the table below. The MODIS snow product suite begins with a 500-m resolution, 2330km swath snow-cover map which is then gridded to a sinusoidal grid. The standard MODIS daily
global fractional snow cover (FSC) climate modeling grid (CMG) map product is generated at
0.05° resolution (about 5 km at the equator).
3.1

CONFUSION FACTORS

When mapping snow cover there are several possible features of the imagery which must be
considered in order to prevent misidentification of snow or no-snow areas. With experience,
techniques have been developed to overcome some of the possibilities of misinterpretation
because of the following confusion factors.
1. Clouds. Cloud tops exhibit a very bright reflectance in the visible bands that is often
indistinguishable from snow. Differentiating between clouds and snow is one of the major
problems in the use of satellite data for snow mapping. An experienced user will use some
or a combination of terrain features, pattern recognition, uniformity of reflectances, the
presence of shadows (either from terrain features or clouds) and scene stability with time.
Snow can be distinguished from clouds by using a near-infrared channel around 1.6 μm
because the cloud reflection will be bright in this region but the snow will be dark (Crane
and Anderson, 1984; Dozier, 1984).
2. Forest cover. Forested areas can consist of everything from dense conifers to less dense
deciduous forests, to sparse range-type vegetation. The reflectance from these areas will
be considerably darker than non-forested areas even with substantial depths of snow
because the snow will tend to filter through the forest canopy. The challenge is to
determine the snow-covered areas when they may not be directly detectable. This
generally requires a great deal of experience and familiarity with the area and the use of all
concomitant information available (i.e. land use surveys, topographic maps, non-snow
imagery, etc.). Timber cuts, roads, streams, lakes and other open land can be used
because they would be highly reflective under snow cover. Digital enhancement of data
can also sometimes be used if the forest cover is incomplete or sparse.
3. Shadows. During the winter, sun angles are generally low and the resulting northern
hemisphere terrain shadows on north-facing slopes may be difficult to distinguish
from bare, south-facing slopes. Topographic maps and summer imagery may help in the

interpretation. In shadow areas, snow may be distinguished from rocks or soil by selecting
a threshold brightness for automated discrimination (Dozier and Marks, 1987).
4. Rocks. During the melt period, highly reflecting bare rock may be difficult to distinguish
from late season snow. As above, summer imagery and topographic maps, as well as
vegetation patterns, can help in the differentiation.
4

CURRENT APPLICATIONS

Different approaches for determining snow area, water equivalent and snow properties have
been developed. These have been driven for the most part by the availability of data from
existing satellites or from experimental aircraft and truck programmes. This section discusses a
number of examples, some of which are operational and others still considered
experimental or developmental.
4.1

SNOW COVER AREA

Snow cover area is not the ideal description of a snowpack. A hydrologist would like to have
water equivalent, depth and density information, as well as the snow cover area, to make
accurate estimates of snowmelt runoff. Fortunately, research has demonstrated a very good
relationship between runoff and snow cover area for many basins.
Snow cover can be detected and monitored with a variety of remote sensing devices. The
greatest number of applications have been found in the VNIR region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Because of Landsat and SPOT frequency of observation problems, many users have
turned to the NOAA polar orbiting satellite with the AVHRR, which has a resolution of about
1km in the 0.58–0.68 lm red band. The frequency of coverage is twice every 24 h (one daytime
pass and one nighttime pass). The major problem with the NOAA-AVHRR data is that the
resolution of 1km may be insufficient for snow mapping on small basins. Data from the MODIS
instrument on NASA’s EOS satellites with 250 m resolution in two visible bands will partially
alleviate this problem.
In an early application of satellite data, Rango et al. (1977) used simple photointerpretation
techniques to map snow cover areas in the Indus and Kabul river basins in Pakistan. Their
approach was to use a simple regression between the percentage of snow cover in the basins
from 1 to 20 April and the April-July streamflow. The results demonstrated the usefulness of
satellite-derived runoff estimates, especially for remote and data-sparse regions of the world. This
work was extended (Dey et al., 1983) with an additional 6 years of data. The additional data improved
the regression for the Kabul River but decreased it for the Indus River. Such results point out the
inherent weakness of simple regression models representing complex processes. On the other hand, in
data-sparse regions there are seldom many alternative approaches.
Landsat imagery was used to determine snow cover areas for six basins in Colorado, USA, over
the period of 1973 to 1978. Shafer and Leaf (1979) concluded that the satellite imagery was of

sufficient quality to monitor the snow cover area accurately. They also concluded that forecast error
can be reduced by the order of 10% by using snow cover data derived from the satellite.
Aircraft and Landsat snow cover data were combined to form a long-term database for predicting
runoff for basins in California. Two areas were studied by comparing snow cover area's with
conventional snow data and by incorporating snow cover areas into the State's forecasts (Brown et
al., 1979). The results indicated a potential improvement in forecast accuracy by using snow cover
area, particularly in areas where precipitation and snow course data are limited. The Kings River basin
is much more predictable, in the sense of having a more uniform area-elevation distribution of
snow, than the Kern River basin and its standard estimated error is relatively small. On the
other hand, the procedural error for the Kern River is relatively large and the addition of
snow cover data reduces this error.
NASA, in cooperation with several federal and state water resource agencies in the USA,
conducted an applications systems verification and transfer (ASVT) study on the
effectiveness of satellite-derived snow cover data for operational forecasting (Rango, 1980).
Both empirical and short-term models were tested. Three years of testing in three
California basins resulted in a reduction in the forecast errors of between 10 and 15%. In
modelling studies of the Boise River in Idaho, USA, the use of satellite snow cover data
reduced the 5-day forecast error by 9.6%. These results were extrapolated to estimate the
benefits that would be possible through increased forecast accuracies in the 11 western
states in the USA. Based on a 1980 dollar and an assumed 6% improvement in forecast
accuracy, the benefits would include more than $10 million dollars from improved
hydropower predictions and $28 million in irrigation water forecasting. A benefit/cost ratio
was calculated to be an impressive 75 : 1 (Castruccio et al., 1980). However, this figure
did not consider the cost of satellite development and launch, and it also did not
anticipate any improvement in satellites, models or interpretation systems.
Satellite data have been used for determining snow cover area in Norway for forecasting
snowmelt runoff and managing the production of hydroelectric power (Ostrem et al., 1981).
These researchers have developed a method for using NOAA and TIROS data for measuring
the remaining snow and to predict the corresponding snowmelt runoff volume for a number of
Norwegian high mountain basins. The method is limited to essentially vegetation-free areas
and only after roughly 20% of the basin is snow free. Such results, although empirical, can be
developed for many basins.
The question of spatial resolution of remotely sensed data necessary to achieve satisfactory
results when mapping snow cover has been addressed by Rango et al. (1983). Their results are
summarized in Table 1.2. Since their study, SPOT and MODIS data have become available,
and we might expect the usefulness of these data sets to fall between the orthophoto and
Landsat TM (SPOT) and between Landsat MSS and NOAA AVHRR (MODIS).
Rango et al. (1979) reported data that showed a fairly good inverse relationship between
snow accumulation and brightness temperature from ESMR-6 for a relatively deep snow site
in North Dakota, USA. However, a similar analysis for an Indiana site in which the snow

cover never exceeded 12.5 cm was not nearly as strong. Thus, it appears that shallow snow cover may
not be detectable with passive microwave but that there may be a threshold above which these systems
can determine snow cover and possibly the actual depth. In addition, once the snow begins to melt the
emissivity of melting snow and bare ground are very similar.
Table 1 Characteristics of various remote sensing data used for snow cover mapping (Rango et
al., 1983)

The algorithm for the snow/no-snow determinations are rather simple depending upon the type of
data available. Patil et al. (1981) developed a simple algorithm for the Nimbus-7 satellite based on
the simple difference of brightness temperatures at 18 and 37 GHz. Rango et al. (1979) reported an
analogous differencing algorithm based on the horizontally polarized brightness temperature and
the vertically polarized brightness temperature. Both approaches depend on the difference
exceeding an empirically determined threshold to indicate snow cover.
The NOAA data set is known to have a number of shortcomings in areas with persistent cloud
cover, low solar illumination, dense forest, patchy snow, and mountainous regions (Robinson et
al., 1993). However, the most important characteristic of the data set for studying snow-cover
variability is that the analysis methodology has been relatively stable for over 25 years (Basist et
al., 1996). The passive microwave data are not limited by solar illumination or cloud cover, and
offer a higher resolution. Like AVHRR, MODIS provides near-daily global coverage, but at
spatial resolutions ranging from 250 m to 1 km. Only two channels in the visible and nearinfrared spectral bands are available at 250-m resolution; five channels in the visible, nearinfrared, and short-wave infrared are available at 500-m resolution, and the remaining 29
MODIS channels have a spatial resolution of 1 km, and may not be suitable for snow mapping
because they were designed for use over ocean or atmosphere targets. MODIS has onboard
visible/near-infrared calibrators while the AVHRR does not, thus it is able to derive radiances of
snow using some of the MODIS sensors. At least one of the visible MODIS channels does not
saturate over snow. This is an advancement over the AVHRR and TM sensors that experience
significant saturation over snow and ice targets in the visible channels. The MODIS snow and

ice products consist of 500-m or 1-km resolution binary maps of snow and ice cover,
respectively, produced on a global, daily basis in most months (Hall et al., 1995).
Development of subpixel analysis techniques (Gomes-Landesa, 1997) has allowed snow cover
mapping on basins as small as 10 km2 using the AVHRR data. This approach could make NOAA
AVHRR data more widely useable for hydrological applications after it is tested in different
geographic regions. Gomez-Landesa and Rango (2000) compared snow cover mapping of
NOAA-AVHRR with the higher resolution (250 m pixel) data from the MODIS on NASA’s
Terra satellite platform for the Noguera Ribagorzana Basin (572.9 km2) in the Central Pyrenees
of Spain. The correlation between AVHRR and MODIS snow maps were on the order of 0.8–0.9
with good agreement between the snow distribution with altitude obtained from both
instruments. The agreement was good even in very small basins with an area ~ 8.3 km2.
The capability of remote sensing to provide areal coverage has resulted in a greater
appreciation of the location of the snowpack in the basin. Even more important than the
snow extent and location for various snowpack processes is the vertical dimension of the
snowpack. This vertical dimension essentially provides the information needed for estimating
snow volume which relates directly to the potential for snowmelt runoff. Although the
capabilities for remote sensing of snow cover extent are more advanced and more simple, the
remote sensing of snow depth or water equivalent has a very high potential.
4.2

SNOW DEPTH

The most straightforward way to measure snow depth from a remote platform is the survey of
permanent aerial markers from light aircraft. These surveys provide accurate point
measurements of snow depth, and many such measurements can be acquired in a short period
of time. Other photogrammetric techniques have been used to measure snow depth by
comparing the photos of the ground before snow cover is formed and after snow has been
deposited. Snow depth is measured by subtracting photogrammetrically determined ground
surface elevations from similar elevations of snow covered sample points. This approach can
be used for both aircraft (Cooper, 1965) and ground based (Blyth et al., 1974) surveys of
snow depth.
From space, visible satellite imagery can be used to estimate snow depth in areas of relatively
shallow snow accumulation of up to 25 cm (McGinnis et al., 1975). They found a direct
correlation between increasing brightness and increasing snow depth in areas without tall
vegetation cover in the south-eastern U.S.A. This is a limited application that is relevant only
in relatively flat areas soon after a snowfall. Natural reflectivity changes with time will affect
the empirical relationship.
Passive microwave attempts at estimating snow depth have also been limited to flat areas
because the poor resolution of the sensors prevents easy application in steep terrain. The
studies that have been reported (Rango et al., 1979; Foster et al., 1980; Hall et al., 1984; 1987)
employ an empirical relationship between snow depth and microwave brightness temperature.

The positive results in these large flat areas show much promise for estimating the potential
winter kill of wheat which is affected strongly by the depth of snow cover in these areas.
Recent passive microwave research based on theoretical concepts (Hallikainen 1984;
Chang et al. 1987) has led to simple snow depth algorithms. Chang et al. (1987) assumed a
snow density of 0.30 and a grain size of 0.35 mm to develop the following algorithm:
SD = 1.59[TВ(18H) - TВ(37H)]

(1.2)

where SD is the snow depth in centimeters, and TB(18H) and TB(37H) are the brightness
temperatures for the SMMR 18 and 37 GHz horizontal polarization channels respectively.
4.3

SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT

Determination of density changes of snow and the presence of liquid water in the snow are
very important to hydrologists because they are a common signal of incipient melt. The
presence of liquid water in the snow per se does not change the spectral reflectance of
snow. However, the process of metamorphosis that occurs during the snow season and is
accelerated as the melt season approaches does have an effect on the albedo, primarily
through the increase in the crystal size of the snow grains and through the accumulation of litter
on the snow surface.
Snow water equivalence has been estimated by a residual method in which measured runoff
data are used to reconstitute the snow water content (Martinec and Rango, 1981). Landsat data
have been used on a grid basis to track the disappearance of snow and, concurrently, the degree days
necessary to melt the snow are calculated. These results can be used to improve the areal distribution of
snow water equivalent in the basin and to correct winter precipitation measurements.
Data for microwave model development and validation have been obtained from
numerous truck and aircraft field experiments with a large number of these being carried out
in Colorado (Chang et al., 1979; 1984). Most of the satellite microwave studies for water
equivalent estimation have been over large areas and of an empirical nature. Locations such
as the high plains of the U.S.A., the Canadian high plains, the northslope of Alaska and the
high plains or steppes of the CIS have been used for the satellite studies (Rango et al., 1979;
Goodison et al., 1986). Rango et al. (1979) were also able to use the passive microwave data to
monitor the buildup of the snowpack water equivalent from November to March in North
Dakota for the 1975-6 snow season. Analysis of the Nimbus-7 SMMR data over mountainous
terrain was successful to the extent that an empirical relationship between 18 and 37 GHz
brightness temperature difference and 1 April snow water equivalent was derived for the 3419
km2 Rio Grande basin in Colorado. The average snow water equivalent for the basin was
predicted to within 15% of the actual value for both 1986 and 1987 (Rango et al., 1989).
The general approach used to derive SWE and snow depth from passive microwave satellite
data relates back to those presented by Rango et al. (1979) and Kunzi et al. (1982) using
empirical approaches and Chang et al. (1987) using a theoretical basis from radiative transfer

calculations to estimate snow depth from SMMR data. As discussed in Rott (1997), the most
generally applied algorithms for deriving depth or SWE are based on the generalized relation
given in Eq. (1.3)

SWE = A + B

TB ( f1 ) − TB ( f 2 )
f 2 − f1

(1.3)

in mm, for SWE > 0, where A and B are the offset and slope of the regression of the brightness
temperature difference between a high scattering channel (f 2, commonly 37 GHz) and a low
scattering one (f 1, commonly 18 or 19 GHz) of vertical or horizontal polarization. No single
global algorithm will estimate snow depth or water equivalent under all snowpack and land
cover conditions. The coefficients are generally determined for different climate and land
covered regions and for different snow cover conditions; algorithms used in regions other than
for which they were developed and tested usually provide inaccurate estimates of snow cover. In
addition, accurate retrieval of information on snow extent, depth, and water equivalent requires
dry snow conditions, because the presence of liquid water within the snowpack drastically alters
the emissivity of the snow, resulting in brightness temperatures significantly higher than if that
snowpack were dry. Therefore, an early morning overpass (local time) is the preferred orbit for
retrieval of snow cover information to minimize wet snow conditions. It is also recognized that
knowledge of snowpack state is useful for hydrological applications. Regular monitoring allows
detection of the onset of melt or wet snow conditions.
A method has been developed in Finland which combines several different approaches to
measuring or estimating snow water equivalent (Kuittinen, 1989). Ground based point
measurements of water equivalent are made as usual about twice a month. One aerial
gamma ray flight is made at the beginning of the snowmelt season to give line transect
values of snow water equivalent. All available NOAA-AVHRR satellite images in the spring
are used to provide areal snow water equivalent estimates based on a relationship between
the percentage of bare spots in the snow cover and snow water equivalent. The point, line
and areal snow water equivalent values are used with a method of correlation functions and
weighting factors, as suggested by Peck et al. (1985), to determine an areal value based on
all data. Evaluations in the Finland study have shown that the error of the estimate of areal
snow water equivalent is less than 3-5 cm (Kuittinen, 1989).
4.4

OTHER SNOW PROPERTIES

After snow is deposited on the ground and a snowpack forms, the internal and surface
characteristics of the snowpack change with time. This change, or snow metamorphism, is
influenced by the snowpack energy balance, snow and air temperatures and vapour pressures,
liquid water content and impurities deposited on the surface of the snow. Several processes
normally take place. Large crystals or grains are normally reduced in size by destructive

metamorphism which is primarily driven by vapour pressure gradients. As the winter season
progresses, an increase in grain size through constructive metamorphism takes place,
especially if a strong temperature gradient between the air (low) and snowpack (higher) sets up
for a long period of time. As the melt season approaches, equitemperature metamorphism
becomes dominant and individual grain sizes decrease but clusters of loosely bonded grains
tend to form. Freeze and thaw cycles throughout the winter and spring seasons cause
additional structures to form such as ice lenses or layers. Other natural changes with time
are settling and compaction, increases in density and a reduction in albedo. Remote sensing
monitoring of these changes can be accomplished to a certain degree by selecting the
appropriate wavelength bands.
Grain sizes in the snowpack are difficult to measure by remote sensing. Microwave
emission is strongly influenced by the grain size, as is shown by Chang et al. (1982). However,
it is difficult to distinguish between different grain sizes and the number of snow grains. As yet
there is no dependable way to quantify grain size with microwave measurements. Research
with visible and near infrared reflectivities have established surface layer optical ice grain radii,
but evidence is lacking on how this value relates to physical grain size (Dozier, 1987). The
largest sensitivity of snow reflectance to grain size occurs in the near infra-red wavelengths
(1.0-1.3 μm) where no current satellite sensors make measurements (Dozier, 1989). Future
sensors such as the high resolution imaging spectrometer to be launched in connection with
the space station in the 1990s will be able to take observations in the appropriate near infrared bands. Our grain size measurement capability should increase with the launch of this
instrument.
Detection of snowpack layering is possible using small portable microwave radar systems
mounted on skis and pulled over the snow surface (or buried beneath the snowpack). The depth
of the layers in the snowpack, based on the time of return of the reflected wave, can be
extracted from the data (Gubler and Hiller, 1984). As data analysis techniques are perfected,
similar active microwave wavelength measurements from space should be possible because
of the inherent high resolution of radar.
The albedo of the snow surface changes with time as grain sizes change and surface
impurities collect on the snow. Remote sensors only collect a small portion of the light
reflected by the snow, i.e. the light reflected towards the sensor in the specific electromagnetic
band of the sensor. The albedo, on the other hand, is made up of light reflected in all directions
off the snow over all portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. As the bidirectional reflectance
distribution function has not been investigated thoroughly, it is extremely difficult at present to
take one remote sensing reflectance measurement and deduce the albedo from it. In a general
way, we can say that the albedo decreases in the visible region as more impurities reach the
snow surface and in the near infra-red as the size of individual grains or clusters of grains
increase. As this is what happens as the snow season progresses, remote sensors see this
general decrease in albedo with time. Remote sensing techniques, as yet, have not come up

with the total bidirectional reflectance distribution function or albedo. Work such as that by
Dozier et al. (1988) is necessary to eventually enable effective albedo measurements.
Two other changes associated with snow metamorphism can be monitored with remote
sensing. The surface temperature of the snow can be measured with thermal infra-red
wavelengths from various altitudes. Although the surface temperature cannot be used to
reliably estimate temperature at depth in the snowpack, the variability of the surface
temperature with time can provide some idea of the condition of the snowpack. As spring
approaches the snowpack temperature remains at or near 0°C for longer periods of time. When
the surface temperature persists at 0°C throughout the diurnal cycle, it can be inferred that the
snowpack is at or near an isothermal condition. The capability of making measurements of
surface temperature at least twice every 24 hours, such as with NOAA-AVHRR, is required.
Associated with this isothermal condition is the appearance of liquid water in the snowpack as
the snow starts to melt. As the microwave emission is greatly affected by liquid water,
microwave techniques can be used to identify the initiation of melt metamorphism in the
snowpack. As a result of the presence of liquid water, wet snow causes a higher dielectric loss
in the microwave frequencies resulting in a high microwave emissivity much in excess of dry
snow. A passive microwave radiometer measures a pronounced jump in the brightness
temperature when even a small amount of liquid water is produced in a dry snowpack.
5. THE MOST POPULAR AND WIDELY USED SATELITE SNOW DATA SETS
5.1

NIMBUS-7 SMMR DERIVED GLOBAL MONTHLY SNOW COVER
AND SNOW DEPTH (SMMR)

The Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer operated on NASA's Nimbus-7 satellite
(Chang et al., 1982) for more than eight years, from 26 October 1978 to 20 August 1987,
transmitting data every other day. Intended to obtain ocean circulation parameters such as sea
surface temperatures, low altitude winds, water vapor and cloud liquid water content on an allweather basis (Oakes et al., 1989), the SMMR is a ten-channel instrument capable of receiving
both horizontally and vertically polarized radiation. The instrument could deliver orthogonally
polarized antenna temperature data at five microwave wavelengths, 0.81, 1.36, 1.66, 2.8 and 4.54
cm.
Beginning in November 1978, the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
on the Nimbus-7 satellite, with its capacity for penetrating clouds and snow packs, made it
feasible to measure snow extent, calculate snow depth on an areal basis, and retrieve snow water
equivalent regardless of weather or lighting conditions.
The global monthly averaged snow cover and snow depth maps produced for this data set were
generated using the remotely sensed microwave signals has been developed by a group of NASA
scientists (Chang et al., 1979,1982,1984, 1987, 1991; Foster et al., 1984; Hall et al., 1984). Data
are placed into ½ degree latitude by ½ degree longitude grid cells. SMMR data were interpolated
for spatial and temporal gaps. Overlapping data in a cell from separate orbits within the same

six-day period are averaged to give a single brightness temperature, assumed to be at the center
of the cell. Maps are based on six-day average brightness temperature data from the middle week
of each month. Oceans and bays are masked so that only microwave data for land areas are
distinct.

Fig. 1 Nimbus-7 SMMR global monthly map of snow depth for December, 1984

5.2

SSM/I DERIVED GLOBAL SNOW COVER (SMMI)

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) became operational in July 1987 on the F-8 satellite. Subsequent SSM/I's have been
flown on the F- 10 (November 1990), F-11 (December 1991), F-12 (August 1994), F-13 (March
1995), F-14 (April 1997) and most recently, F-15 (January 2000) satellites. At present, NESDIS
receives data from the F-13, F-14 and F-15 satellites. The SSM/I is a seven channel passive
microwave radiometer operating at four frequencies (19.35, 22.235, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz) and
dual-polarization (except at 22.235 GHz which is V-polarization only). It should be noted that
the SSM/I will be replaced by an advanced sensor, the SSMIS (Special Sensor Microwave
Imager Sounder) on the F-16 satellite, which was launched in October 2003 and is still
undergoing an extensive calibration/validation by the Naval Research Laboratory. However,
there should be little impact on the suite of hydrological products described here, as the primary
channels used are very similar between the SSM/I and SSMIS (Grody, 1991; Grody et al., 1996).
The SSM/I products are useful for evaluating the mean climate state, it’s interannual and
seasonal variations, and the detection of anomalies associated with ENSO and regional climatic
variations. Researchers from the Cooperative Institute for Climate Studies (CICS) maintain a
time series of the entire SSM/I archive, now entering it’'s 23rd year, which includes data from

July 1987 to the present. Monthly average products are produced for precipitation, cloud liquid
water, total precipitable water, snow cover, sea-ice cover, and oceanic surface wind speed.
The snow cover data is available in global fields for each month and week of the year over the
period January 1988 to the latest available week. The resolution is approximately 30 Km. The
data sets start at: 80 north and 180 west, the data moves eastward around the globe at 0.33
degrees resolution, before stepping 0.33 degree southward, and once again rotating around the
globe, this pattern continues southward to 80 degrees.

Fig. 2 SSMI global monthly map of snow cover distribution for December 1988.

5.3

GLOBAL MONTHLY EASE-GRID SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT
CLIMATOLOGY

The Global Monthly Snow Water Equivalent Climatology data set comprises global, monthly
satellite-derived snow water equivalent (SWE) climatologies from November 1978 through June
2003, with periodic updates released as resources permit. Global data are gridded to the Northern
and Southern 25 km Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grids (EASE-Grids). Global snow water
equivalent is derived from Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and selected
Special Sensor Microwave/Imagers (SSM/I). Northern Hemisphere data are enhanced with snow
cover frequencies derived from the Northern Hemisphere EASE-Grid Weekly Snow Cover and
Sea Ice Extent Version 2 data (these data were not produced for the Southern Hemisphere).
This data set is derived from multiple sources. While the climatology files are gridded at 25kilometer spatial resolution, the actual resolution of the component data (SWE or frequency of
occurrence) depends on the input remote sensing data. The satellite passive microwave sensors at
the frequencies used for these algorithms have sampling resolutions of 25 km, but the -3dB
footprints vary by sensor and frequency, ranging from SMMR 18GHz at 55 x 41 km and SMMR
37 GHz at 27 x 18 km to both of the SSM/I frequencies re-sampled to the 19 GHz footprint at 69

x 43 km. The spatial resolution of the snow cover frequency of occurrence data derived from the
Northern Hemisphere EASE-Grid Weekly Snow Cover and Sea Ice Extent Version 2 product
ranges from 16,000 to 42,000 square kilometers (Armstrong et al., 2002).
Snow water equivalent data was derived from the following data sets: Nimbus-7 SMMR
Pathfinder Daily EASE-Grid Brightness Temperatures and DMSP SSM/I Pathfinder Daily
EASE-Grid Brightness Temperatures, and then was enhanced with Northern Hemisphere EASEGrid weekly Snow Cover and Sea Ice Extent Version 2 data.

Fig. 3 GMSWEC map of the monthly averaged snow water equivalent (mm) in Northern Hemisphere for
March 2003

5.4

MODIS SNOW PRODUCTS

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a 36-channel visible to
thermal-infrared sensor that was first launched as part of the Earth Observing System (EOS)
Terra payload on 18 December 1999. A second MODIS was launched as part of the payload on
the Aqua satellite on May 4, 2002. A variety of snow and ice products is produced from the
MODIS sensors, and the products are available at a variety of spatial and temporal resolutions.
The MODIS snow product suite begins with a 500-m resolution, 2330-km swath snow-cover
map which is then gridded to a sinusoidal grid. The sequence proceeds to climate-modeling grid
(CMG) products on a latitude/longitude (cylindrical equidistant projection). Most of the products
are archived at the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) in Boulder, CO.

Рис. 4. 8-days composite global map of snow cover distribution MODIS (MOD10C2)
March 6-13, 2002.

5.5

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E)

The Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-E)
instrument on the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) Aqua satellite provides global passive
microwave measurements of terrestrial, oceanic, and atmospheric variables for the investigation
of water and energy cycles, including precipitation rate, sea surface temperature, sea ice
concentration, snow water equivalent, soil moisture, surface wetness, wind speed, atmospheric
cloud water, and water vapor. These data products and related information are available on
several websites including the site of National Snow and Ice Data Center (www.nsidc.org).
The list of Standard AMSR-E Data Products includes three Snow Water Equivalent (SWE)
data sets, namely:
a. AMSR-E/Aqua Daily L3 Global Snow Water Equivalent EASE-Grids;
b. AMSR-E/Aqua 5-Day L3 Global Snow Water Equivalent EASE- Grids;
c. AMSR-E/Aqua Monthly L3 Global Snow Water Equivalent EASE-Grids.
These Level-3 Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) data sets contain SWE data and quality
assurance flags mapped to Northern and Southern Hemisphere 25 km Equal-Area Scalable Earth
Grids (EASE-Grids). Data are stored in Hierarchical Data Format - Earth Observing System
(HDF-EOS) format, and are available from 19 June 2002 to the present.
The original baseline SWE algorithm is based on methods described in Chang, Foster, and
Hall (1987) and Chang et al. (1997). This algorithm identifies land regions that are historically
affected by snow; it retrieves the SWE using the simple brightness temperature difference
approach described in Chang, Foster, and Hall (1987). Enhancements have been made to the
original baseline algorithm including improved SWE retrieval methods (Kelly and Foster 2005)
and (Kelly, Foster, and Hall 2005), and advancements will continue with ongoing algorithm
updates.
Daily data are created by performing retrievals on individual AMSR-E Level-2A brightness
temperature samples. The retrievals are then averaged to the 25 km Northern and Southern

Hemisphere EASE-Grid. The 5-day maximum SWE granules are created from daily data
composites. Derived snow variables from the daily product over the same grid cell are screened
for consistency based on statistical tests. Maximum SWE is recorded. Monthly averaged SWE
granules are also created from daily data composites. Mean SWE is recorded.
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